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The suggested mathematical model of moisture' content homogenization in 
a ceramic mix regards this process as diffusion of water in a binary mixture 
of incompressible components. Suitability of the choice of the model and 
conditions of solving was verified experimentally. The model wa,Y used to 
calculate the temperature dependence of the time of homogenization. 

INTRODUCTION 

Homogenization of the water content in ceramic mixes is an essential technological 
operation included in various stages of the production of ceramics based on the 
plastic process. Its aim is to achieve uniform distribution of moisture throughout 
the mix while maintaining the required mean moisture content. The system thus 
exchanges just heat with the environment whereas the mass or moisture transfer 
proceeds inside the system. 

If water-saturated ceramic mix is defined as a binary mixture of incompressible 
components, the equalization of the initial moisture content field in the mix under 
isothermal conditions can be described by th'e respective equations for diffusion. 
The mathematical model obtained in this way will describe quantitatively the process 
in question, and at the same time provide considerable information with a minimum 
number of experiments; the information can be used to control or optimize the 
process. 

,THEOR;ETICAL 

On the assumption that one-dimensional moisture transfer under isothermally 
isobaric conditions [l, 2, 3] proceeds by diffusion, the moisture flow by volume is 
given by the equation 

h = -DoxC, (1) 

where D is the diffusion coefficient and C is the moisture content by volume. The 
moisture balance has the form 

(2) 

where -r is time and x is the coordinate in the direction of the diffusion. On the 
assumption that Dis constant, equation (2) acquires the form 

(3) 

Solution of equation (3} yields the time developement. of the moisture profile in 
a plate-shaped body. Using suitable initial and boundary conditions one can then 
model the course of any operation based on water transfer in the mix. 

Let us consider an insulated body L1 in length, in which at time -r = 0 the initial 
moisture distribution is a general continuous function of position, as illustrated 
by Fig. 1. 
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The following parameters can be determined in the body in the beginning: 
- the mean moisture content in the body, defined by the equation

I L, 
0 = - f O(x) dx, 

L1 o 
(4) 

- the maximum moisture content Omax,
- the maximum deviation, i.e. the difference between the maximum and the mean

value

�Omax = Omax - C, 

- the extent of inhomogeneity L pertaining to maximum moisture content Cmax.

C 

L-t )C 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of initial moisture distribution in mix. 

If attainment of uniform moisture content distribution in the mix is required, 
then when the maximum deviation has equalized within time T1, the smaller devia
tiorui have certainly equalized during the same time. On this assumption it is thus 
possible to simplify the homogenization of moisture content in a mix to equalization 
of the moisture content in the maximum inhomogeneity as illustrated by Fig. 2, 
and for the course of the process it holds that 

(} = const {), 

while it further holds that 
lim Omax(T) = C. 

0 

(6) 

(7) 

L 

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of moisture content equalization in the maximum inhomogeneity. 
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The initial moisture distribution in the maximum inhomogeneity can be defined
by a cosine function. The initial condition then has the form 

T = 0,
C-0 (7t x)

X E <O, L) ----=- = cos - - ---
Cmax - () 2 L 

(8) 

and the boundary conditions are

r > 0, x = 0, oC/ox = 0,
X = L, C = G. 

(9) 

The solution of equation (3) for conditions (8) and (9) yields the time dependence
of the decrease of the maximum moisture content in the form [3]: 

Cmax("r) = () + (Cmax - 0) exp ( :
2 1;;). (10)

The time of homogenization can then be calculated from the equation

r = _ !L2__ In Cmax(T) - o_ . (11)
1t2 D Cmax - V 

Equation (11) indicates that the time of homogenization will be the longer the
greater the deviation from the mean moisture content, the larger the inhomogeneity
degree and the lower the diffusion coefficient value. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The homogenization of moisture content was studied experimentally on a porcelain
mix. Bodies with an inhomogeneous initial moisture distribution were prepared by
drawing a mix (of two moisture contents) on a vacuum auger. Following the manu.
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Fig . . 3. Initial moiature profile in the body. 

facture of the bodies, the initial moisture distribution was determined by cutting
up the specimens [4], and also the mean moisture content G, the maximum deviation
Cmax and the corresponding inhomogeneity degree L. The remaining part of the
bodies was insulated and left alone for moisture content homogenization at T = 

= 294 K. After times T = 34:, 43 and 60 hours the same values were determined as
in the beginning, i.e. �Cmax(r), () and L. Typical moisture profiles determined by
these measurements are shown in Figs. 3, 4, 5 and 6. 
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Fig. 4. clfoisture profile after 34 hours. 
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Fig. 5. Mo·isture profile after 43 hours. 
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Fig. 6. Moisture profile after 60 hours. 

DISCUSSION-

To calculate and compare a model with an experiment one has to know the tem
perature dependence of the diffusion coefficient of water in the mix . This dependence, 
determined by the diffusion couple method [4], has the following form for the porcelain 
mix in question: 

D = 5.52 X 1011 exp C-14 484 K/T) m2 s-1• (12) 

The following values are given by the initial moisture distribution in the body 
according to Fig. 3: 

202 

G = 0.420 06 m3 m-3, 

LlCmax = 0.006 61 m3 m-3, 

Cmax = 0.426 67 rn3 m-3, 

L = 0.012m. (13) 
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The diffusion coefficient value calculated from equation (12) for T = 294 K is 
D = 2.22x10-1o m2 s-1. The corresponding maximum moisture contents Cmax(T) and 
the maximum deviations �Cmax(T) were calculated for the times of homogenization 
T = 34, 43 and 60 hours respectively by substituting the value for D and the values 
(13) into equation (10):

Cmax(34) = 0.424 21 m3 m-3, 

Cmax(43) = 0.423 73 m3 m-3, 
Cmax(60) = 0.422 97 m3 m-3, 

The following values are obtained from 
profiles shown in Figs. 4, 5 and 6: 

Cmax(34) = 0.424 29 m3 m-3, 

Cmax(43) = 0.423 81 m3 m-3, 

Cmax(60) = 0.422 86 m3 m-3, 

Cmax(34) = 0.041 50 m3 m-3, 
Cmax(43) = 0.003 67 m3 m-3, 
Cmax(60) = 0.002 91 m3 m-3. 

(14) 

the experimentally established moisture 

Cmax(34) = 0.004 23 m3 m-3, 

Cmax(43) = 0.003 75 m3 m-3, (15) 
Cmax(60) = 0.002 80 m3 m-3

• 

The calculated values (14) show a satisfactory agreement with the experimentally 
determined ones (15), which indicates that the simplifying assumptions adopted 
in the formulation of the mathem·atical model were correct, and that the initial and 
boundary conditions of the problem have been suitably chosen. 
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Fig. 7. Temperature dependence of the timq of moisture content homo,genization. 

In view of the reliability of the model and knowledge of the temperature depend
ence of the diffusion coefficient it is possible to predict quentitatively the effect 
of temperature on the time of moisture homogenization in a given mix. On the basis 
of experimentally determined initial values (13) for the calculation of the temperature 
dependence of the time of homogenization required for reducing the maximum 
moisture deviation by �Cmax - �Cmax(T) = 0.003 m3 m-3, i.e. to the value 
�Cmax(T) = 0.003 61 m3 m-3 and Cmax(T) = 0.423 67 m3 m-3, it is possible to calcul
ate from equations (11) and (12), for the temperature interval TE (288 K; 303 K) 
the relationship shown in Fig. 7. This indicates that when the same degree of in
homogeneity is maintained, temperature will affect significantly the time of homogeni
zation. This finding allcws us to control the precess as required by technology. 

CONCLUSION 

If water transfer in a ceramic mix proceeds solely in liquid phase, a mathematical 
model can be formulated for moisture homogenization which is described by diffusion 
equations. When the temperature dependence of the diffus�on coefficient is known, 
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solution of the model for the maximum moisture inhomogeneity permits the time 
of homogenization to be calculated together with the temperature dependence of 
homogenization required for the attainment of a moisture deviation in the mix. 
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l'OMOI'EHl1:3ALI;HH B.JIArl{HOCT.11 
B KE P Al\lM q ECH'. 0 ti C \IEC ll 

Hparn J'.rnp,�a, cDpaHTHIIICK Oyupmn 

,w,j,d)pa m1·nw.10c1111 1·11.1u�·11111011 X11.ttu1w-1111•:nw.w;,u"'1•1·1wzo uH1'm1uny11111 
166 28 Ilpaea 6 

Xo1� J"OMOremtaa1v111 B:rnmHOCTH B HepaMH'ICCJWii ('MCCH MO)l{HO 11pel(noJrnraT1, Ha OCHO
Bamrn MHTCMaTH'IC('KOl'O MO/(e:rnpoBamm J).aHHOll onepa1�1n1. Mo;�eJih MO)l{HO 01'.HOBhlBaTb 
Ha npCl(IIOJIOllWHHH, '!TO nepcHOl' B0/�bl rrpoTei.aeT l'Ol"JiacHO MexaHH3MY H30TCpMH'ICCim 
ll30Ua plPIC!'IWii ,imp1py:mH B 6ima pHOH l'MCI' If HC(')l{lfMHeMJ,IX KOMilOHCHTOB. PPlllPHlfl' MO
/\Clllf /(;IH yr.'JOBIIii (8) II (9) 11p11BO)�l1T BpCMCHHYIO :me11c11MOCTI, IIOHHlKCHIIII a:iamHO('TH 
a HCO/\HOIJOl(HOM TCJIC c IlOMOII(hlO IIIJHBO)\IIM()I'() ypaBHCHIIH (10). Ilo;tl'THB,,IHH yl'TaHOBJICH
HhlC :mcrrepHMCHTllJlhHhlM rryTeM BeJIIl'IIIHhl B MO;teJIL, MO)l{HO pat'('MOTIJCTh ec Ha;tC)l{ff()('TL. 
TaRHM oGpaaoM yrTaHOBH:IH npm'O).IHO('.Th rro;�Gopa yupoII\HJOIQHX rrpeJJ.I10:1omeHnii, BBOl(H
Mh!X nplf qmpMy.,11pOBKC 311]18Hllfl, :imrn TepMH11C(' KYJO aaeur.llMOl'Th R03ipipHllllCHTa )111(�
qiy:rnu B0/lbl, M0)1{}l0 11pOBOi\l1TI, pat''ICT B.lHHHHH TCMrrepaTyphl Ha npHBO/lllMYJO onepaQIJIO. 

Puc. 1. Cxe.«11 ucxoaH020 p(l(:11peae,11,eHuR e,11,a:HCnocmu e me,ie. 
Puc. 2. CxeM/l 8btpll6HU6llHUR 8,11,(l.)ff'H0Cntll 6 .«aKCUMll,/1,bH0 neoa1wpoa1w.« me.�e. 
Puc. 3. Hcxoallbllt npotjiu,11,b e.ia2u 11 11u.1e. 
Puc. 4. Ilporjh1,1b e,n,aeu 11oc,11,f' 34 't1u·o,1. 
Puc. 5. llpotjiu.ib e,w2u noc,11,e 43 'tllCoe. 
Puc. 6. Ilpotjiu.ib e.aaeu 11or.1H' 60 'tllco11. 
Puc, 7. TeMnepamypHll!t ,/ll6UCUM0l'lllb flJ>f'Menu 20M02CHW1lllfUU 6.111:HCH0Ctnll. 

HOMOGENIZACE VLHKOSTI V KERAMICKE SMf;SI 

Jii-i Havrda, Frantisek Oujiri 

Vysoka likoln chemicko-technologicka, kntedm technologic .,ilikatit, 166 28 Pmha 6 

Pr(1beh homogenizace vlhkosti v keramicke smesi lze pfodpovi<lat na zaklade matematic-
1'.eho modelovani teto operace. Model lze z.1lozit na predpokladu, ze prenos vo,!y probiha 
mechanismem izotermne izobaricke difuze v binarni smesi nestlacit.elnych slozek. Reseni 
modelu pro podminky (8) a (9) <lava casovou zavi3lost, poklesu vlhkosti v nehomogenite, 
popsanou rovnici ( 10). Dosazenim experimentalne zjistenych hod not do modelu lzc, vyhodnot-it 
jeho spolehlivoHt. Takto byla zjistena vhodnost volby zjednodusujicich pfedpokladu zavede
nych pfi formulaci ulohy. Znalost teplotni zavislosti difozniho koeficientu vody umoznuje 
vypocet vlivu tt>ploty na uvedenou operaci. 

Obr. I. Schema pocatecniho rozlozeni vlhkosti v telese. 
Obr. 2. Schema vyrovn,foani 11lhlcost·i v mnxim,ilni nehomogenit,�. 
Obr. 3. Pocatecni vlhkostni profit 11 telese. 
Obr. 4. Vlhkostni profil po 34 hodinach. 
Obr. ,5. Vlhkostni profil po 43 hodinach, 
Obr. 6. Vlhkostni profit po 60 hodinach. 
Obr. 7, 'Peplotni za�·islost doby homogeniznce vlhkosti. 
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